
FUNCTION ALGEBRAS AND THE LATTICE OFCOMPACTIFICATIONSFRANKLIN MENDIVILAbstract. We provide some conditions as to when K(X) �= K(Y ) for twolocally compact spaces X and Y (where K(X) is the lattice of all Hausdor�compacti�cations of X). More speci�cally, we prove that K(X) �= K(Y ) if andonly if C�(X)=C0(X) �= C�(Y )=C0(Y ). Using this result, we prove severalextensions to the case where K(X) is embedded as a sub-lattice of K(Y ) andto where X and Y are not locally compact.One major contribution is in the use of function algebra techniques. Theuse of these techniques makes the extensions simple and clean and brings newtools to the subject.
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2 FRANKLIN MENDIVIL1. IntroductionThe study of the Hausdor� compacti�cation of a Tychono� space X is a well-established branch of topology (the books [PW] and [Ch] are nice references in thisarea). There are many results examining the types of compacti�cations that X mayhave or the structure of the collection of all the compacti�cations of X . In fact,if we denote by K(X) the collection of all Hausdor� compacti�cations of X , wemay put an order structure on K(X) which makes it a complete upper semi-lattice(which is a lattice if and only if X is locally compact).In this paper, we examine when K(X) is isomorphic to K(Y ) for two spaces Xand Y . We also examine when K(X) can be embedded in K(Y ).Under what conditions are K(X) and K(Y ) isomorphic? One simple su�cientcondition is as follows. Suppose that X0 and Y0 are compact with X0 � X andY0 � Y . If X nX0 is homeomorphic to Y n Y0, then K(X) is isomorphic to K(Y ).This is by no means the whole story, however. Let W (�) = fj < �g for anordinal � and put the order topology on W (�). Let !� be the smallest ordinalof cardinality @�. Then K(W (!�)) is trivial if � � 1, (4.13 of [Ch]). Thus,K(W (!�)) �= K(W (!�)) if �; � � 1. Since !� and !� have di�erent cardinalities,W (!�) and W (!�) are not homeomorphic. In fact, if C � W (!�) is any compactset, then W (!�) n C has the same cardinality as W (!�). Thus, W (!�) n C andW (!�) nD cannot be homeomorphic for any compact sets C and D. This exampleshows that our simple su�cient condition is not necessary in general.Thus, we need to look for other conditions, Magill provided one such condition inhis paper [MG2]. Theorem 12 and Theorem 13 from this paper yield the followingresult:Theorem 1. (Magill) Let X and Y be two locally compact Tychono� spaces. ThenK(X) is isomorphic to K(Y ) if and only if �X nX is homeomorphic to �Y n Y .In this paper, we prove a theorem (Theorem 12) which implies Magill's result.Our use of function algebra techniques brings new tools to this area.We also proveseveral extensions of Magill's result, most of them with simple proofs using the newtechniques. Using algebraic techniques, many of the necessary manipulations canbe handled naturally by the algebra.All spaces will be Tychono�. The main results are theorems 12 and 15. Theother theorems are basically re�nements of these results.2. PreliminariesNotational Conventions. If I and J are two (closed) subalgebras of a functionalgebra A, we denote by I �J the (closed) subalgebra of A generated by I and J .As a special case, we denote by I � 1 the algebra generated by I and the constantfunctions.Since the algebraic sum of I and the constant functions is closed if and only ifI is closed, taking the closure is unnecessary in this case.Further, if fI�g is a collection of elements in some partially ordered set P , wedenote by VfI�g the smallest element of P larger than all of the I�'s, when itexists. Similarly, we denote by WfI�g the largest element of P smaller than all ofthe I�'s, when it exists.For a collection of functions F on X , H � X is a stationary set of F if f jH isconstant for each f 2 F . We will usually be interested in the maximal stationary



FUNCTION ALGEBRAS AND THE LATTICE OF COMPACTIFICATIONS 3sets. We denote by Z(I) = fx j f(x) = 0; 8f 2 Ig, which we call the zero-set ofthe ideal I (even though it may not be a zero set as de�ned in [GJ]).The following proposition is well known, but we include it for completeness.Proposition 2. Let X be a compact Hausdor� space and I � C�(X) be a closedideal. Then I = ff : f jZ(I) = 0g.Proof. Let S be a nonsingleton stationary set of I. Suppose that f 2 I and f jS 6= 0.Let g 2 C�(X) be such that gjS is not constant. Then fg 2 I and is not constanton S. Thus, the only value any f 2 I can take on S is 0.By the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem (16.3 in [GJ]), I �1 is the set of all functionsconstant on the stationary sets of I.If �X � X 2 K(X), then we denote by [�X; X ] the order interval of allcompacti�cations between �X and X , inclusive.Now we will state a couple of easy results which will prove useful to us in thesequel. The second one is just the Chinese Remainder Theorem for C�(H) forcompact Hausdor� H . We leave the proofs to the interested reader.Proposition 3. Let H be a compact Hausdor� space and let I � C�(H) be a closedideal. Let S = Z(I), then C�(H)=I �= C�(S).Lemma 4. (Chinese Remainder Theorem)Let Ii be ideals in C�(H) for i = 1; : : : ; n. Suppose that IiW Ij = C�(H) for alli 6= j. Let I = T Ii. Then C�(H)=I �= C�(H)=I1 � � � � � C�(H)=In.To prove Lemma 4, one need only use the usual Chinese Remainder Theoremto get the algebraic isomorphism and then prove it to be an isomorphism of C�-algebras.Lemma 5. Let X be locally compact. Then C�(X)=C0(X) �= C�(�X nX).Proof. C0(X) is an ideal in C�(X) and C0(X) = ff 2 C�(X)j f� j�XnX = 0g wheref� is the extension of f to �X . Now the lemma follows from Proposition 3 usingI = C0(X) and H = �X .De�nition 1. PSA(X) = lattice of all closed unital subalgebras of C�(X) whichseparate points from closed sets.CA(X) = lattice of all closed unital subalgebras of C�(X).NI(X) = the partially ordered set of all closed non-maximal ideals in C�(X).MI(X) = the collection of all maximal ideals in C�(X)Lemma 6. Let X be locally compact. Then PSA(X) �= CA(�X nX)Proof. De�ne � : C�(X) ! C�(�X n X) by �(f) = f� j�XnX ; � is the ho-momorphism that induces the isomorphism in Lemma 5. We de�ne a function�# : PSA(X)! CA(�X nX) by A 7! f�(f) : f 2 Ag. Now, from the correspon-dence theorem ([RO], p. 26) from elementary algebra, �# is an order preservingbijection between the set of subalgebras of C�(X) which contain ker(�) = C0(X)and the subalgebras of C�(�X n X). However, for a locally compact space, analgebra A 2 CA(X) is in PSA(X) if and only if C0(X) � A.There is a nice discussion of compacti�cations from the point of view of uppersemicontinuous (u.s.c.) decompositions in the papers by Firby [F]. Each compact-i�cation of a locally compact space X induces an u.s.c. decomposition on �X nX .



4 FRANKLIN MENDIVILIn fact, the set of u.s.c. decompositions of �X nX is isomorphic to the lattice ofcompacti�cations of a locally compact space (see section 1.1 in [F]).A u.s.c. decomposition is called primary if it has only one nonsingleton block.Given subalgebra A � C�(X), A induces a u.s.c. decomposition on �X nX viathe stationary sets of the extension of A to �X . Thus, we also get a correspondencebetween the u.s.c. decompositions of �X nX and closed unital algebras.By Theorem 4.5 (q) in [PW], we know that PSA(X) �= K(X) for a Tychono�space X . For the special case of locally compact Hausdor� spaces, another way ofstating this is that there is a lattice isomorphism between the lattice of all thosealgebras in CA(X) which contain C0(X) and K(X). This is since for a locallycompact space X , an algebra A 2 CA(X) separates points from closed sets if andonly if C0(X) � A.We are particularly interested in closed unital algebras A of the form A = I � 1for some closed ideal I. The following proposition characterizes these in CA(X).In the lattice CA(X), a dual point is some A 2 CA(X) with A < C�(X) and forall B 2 CA(X) with A � B either B = C�(X) or A = B. In terms of u.s.c. decom-positions, a dual point A is an algebra whose corresponding u.s.c. decompositionis primary and whose nonsingleton block contains exactly two points.Proposition 7. Let X be a Tychono� space and A 2 CA(X). Then A = I �1 forsome closed ideal I if and only if [A; C�(X)] �= CA(S) for some compact Hausdor�space S.Proof. We can assume that X is compact, since if it is not we simply replace Xwith �X . Since C�(X) �= C�(�X), this does not a�ect any of the algebraic or orderrelations.First suppose that A = I � 1, then by Propositions 2 and 3, C�(X)=I �= C�(S)where S = Z(I). Now this isomorphism takes B 2 [A; C�(X)] to some closedunital algebra in CA(S). Furthermore, this correspondence between elements in[A; C�(X)] and closed unital algebras in C�(S) is order preserving and bijective.Thus, CA(S) �= [A; C�(X)].Conversely, suppose that [A; C�(X)] �= CA(S) for some compact Hausdor� S.Denote this isomorphism by �. We wish to show that A = I � 1 for some idealI. Suppose not. Then there are two non-maximal ideals I1 and I2 so that (I1 �1)W(I2 � 1) = C�(X) and A � (I1 � 1)V (I2 � 1). Let C1 and C2 be dual pointsin CA(X) with I1 � 1 � C1 and I2 � 1 � C2. Then C1 and C2 are the only dualpoints larger than C1VC2.Because of the special structure of CA(S), there is some dual point D3 2 CA(S)so that there are exactly six dual points larger than �(C1)V�(C2)VD3. Thus,there are exactly six dual points larger than C1VC2V��1(D3) (since � is anisomorphism). However since C1VC2 = AVC1VC2 � ��1(D3)VC1VC2 �C1VC2, this contradicts the choice of C1 and C2. Thus, no such C1 and C2 existso no such I1 and I2 exist.We note that if A = I�1, then the u.s.c decomposition induced by A is primary(this is essentially the content of Proposition 2).3. Main ResultsThe main result of this section is Theorem 12 which gives an algebraic conditionon C�(X) and C�(Y ) for when K(X) is isomorphic to K(Y ). Using this, we then



FUNCTION ALGEBRAS AND THE LATTICE OF COMPACTIFICATIONS 5get some results as to when an interval in K(X) can be embedded as an interval ofK(Y ).Now we prove a series of results with the goal of proving Theorem 12. Thepropositions show the major steps in the proof of this theorem. Theorem 11 isof independent interest since it indicates that the lattice structure of CA(X) issu�cient to determine C�(X).Proposition 8. Let X and Y be compact Hausdor� spaces. Suppose that thereis a lattice isomorphism � : CA(X) ! CA(Y ). Then there is an isomorphism ofpartially ordered sets  : NI(X)! NI(Y ).Proof. We now de�ne  by using this characterization of algebras of A of the formA = I � 1 obtained in Proposition 7. Given A = I � 1, de�ne  (I) = J where�(I � 1) = J � 1. This is well-de�ned since J is unique because I is non-maximal.Clearly  is bijective and order preserving.Proposition 9. Let X and Y be compact Hausdor� spaces. An isomorphism ofpartially ordered sets  : NI(X) ! NI(Y ) induces a bijection F : MI(X) !MI(Y ).Proof. Let Mx 2 MI(X), and let fI�g be an in�nite family in NI(X) which isdirected upward by inclusion, so that Mx = W� I�. De�ne F (Mx) = W�  (I�).First we show that this is a maximal ideal, then we prove that it is well-de�ned.Clearly N = F (Mx) =2 NI(Y ) (else I� �  �1 (F (Mx)) 2 NI(X) for all �).Thus suppose that N = C�(Y ). This implies that T� Z( (I�)) = ;. Howeversince I�1 � I�2 for �1 � �2 then  (I�1) �  (I�2) so Z( (I�1 )) � Z( (I�2 )) isa directed collection of compact sets with the �nite intersection property but withempty intersection. Thus there is an �0 2 � so that Z ( (I�0) = ; which impliesthat Z( (I�)) = ; and this contradicts  (I�) 2 NI(Y ). Thus N 6= C�(Y ) so N isa maximal ideal in C�(Y ).To prove that F is well-de�ned, suppose fI�g�2� and fJg2� be two suchnets with W� I� = Mx = W J . Let K(�;) = I�VJ . Then W!K! = Mx. LetN = W�  (I�) and N 0 = W  (J) and N 00 = W!  (K!). Then N 00 � N andN 00 � N 0 so N = N 00 = N 0 since they are all maximal ideals.Since F �1 is an inverse for F , we know that F is bijective.Proposition 10. Let X and Y be compact Hausdor� spaces and  : NI(X) !NI(Y ) be an isomorphism of partially ordered sets. The function F is a homeo-morphism when we put the hull-kernel topology on both MI(X) and MI(Y ).Proof. In Proposition 9 we have shown that F is a bijection. Thus all that re-mains is to show that F is continuous, which we do by proving that F (cl(A)) �cl(F (A)).The closure of A �MI(X) in the hull-kernel topology is the setcl(A) = fM 2MI(X)jM �\fI jI 2 Agg:Thus F (cl(A)) = fF (M)jM �\fI jI 2 Aggand cl(F (A)) = fN 2MI(Y )jN �\fF (I)jI 2 Agg:



6 FRANKLIN MENDIVILLet I = TfI jI 2 Ag 2 NI(X) and J = TfF (I)jI 2 Ag 2 NI(Y ). TakeM 2MI(X) so that I �M . We wish to show that F (M) � J . Now J � F (I)for all I 2 A so  �1(J ) � F �1(F (I)) = I for all I 2 A. Thus  �1(J ) � I soJ �  (I). However,  (I) � F (M) so J �  (I) � F (M). Thus if M 2 cl(A)then F (M) 2 cl(F (A)) { so F is continuous.By symmetry, F �1 = F�1 is continuous. Thus, F is a homeomorphism.Theorem 11. Let X and Y be compact Hausdor� spaces. Then CA(X) is latticeisomorphic to CA(Y ) if and only if C�(X) is isomorphic to C�(Y ).Proof. From Propositions 8, 9, and 10 we know if CA(X) is isomorphic to CA(Y ),then MI(X) is homeomorphic to MI(Y ). However, it is well know that MI(X)with the hull-kernel topology is homeomorphic to X . Thus X and Y are homeo-morphic. However, then clearly C�(X) and C�(Y ) are isomorphic.The proof of the converse is straightforward.Theorem 12. Let X and Y be locally compact spaces. Then K(X) �= K(Y ) if andonly if C�(X)=C0(X) �= C�(Y )=C0(Y ).Proof. One direction is easy, the other much harder. First, suppose C�(X)=C0(X) �=C�(Y )=C0(Y ). Then by Lemma 5, we know C�(�X nX) �= C�(�Y n Y ), so thatCA(�X n X) �= CA(�Y n Y ). However, then by Lemma 6, PSA(X) �= PSA(Y ),but PSA(X) �= K(X) and similarly for Y. Thus, K(X) �= K(Y ).Conversely, suppose K(X) �= K(Y ). Then, as before, PSA(X) �= PSA(Y )so, by Lemma 6, CA(�X n X) �= CA(�Y n Y ). Now Theorem 11 then gives usthat C�(�X n X) is isomorphic to C�(�Y n Y ). However, then C�(X)=C0(X) isisomorphic to C�(Y )=C0(Y ).The following diagram will help in illustrating the spaces and isomorphism in-volved. K(X) K(Y )CA(�X nX) CA(�Y n Y )�= �=�= � --? ?
NI(�X nX) NI(�Y n Y )- MI(�X nX) MI(�Y n Y )-F �X nX �= �= �Y n YDiagram for Theorem 12



FUNCTION ALGEBRAS AND THE LATTICE OF COMPACTIFICATIONS 7Remark: It is well known that if S and T are compact Hausdor� spaces, thenS is homeomorphic to T if and only if C�(S) �= C�(T ) [GJ]. This fact and Lemma5 shows that Theorem 12 implies Magill's Theorem.Let C be a closed unital subalgebra. Then there are many non-unital closedsubalgebras A so that C = A � 1 (in fact any such A will be a maximal ideal inC). Now, for each compacti�cation �X , there corresponds a unique closed unitalsubalgebra C�. However, then there will be many closed non-unital subalgebrascorresponding to �X . Thus, the lattice of all closed subalgebras of C�(X) is muchlarger than the lattice of all compacti�cations of X . This is why we need to assumethat the algebras are unital in Theorem 12.We can generalize Theorem 12 some to the situation where we have a sub-latticeof K(X) lattice isomorphic to a sub-lattice of K(Y ). Here, the two sub-latticesmust be intervals, and the lower bound of each interval must satisfy some additionalhypothesis.We recall the de�nition of C�(X).De�nition 2. For �X 2 K(X), we de�ne C�(X) = ff 2 C�(X)j f extends to �Xg.Now we record a fact which we need in the proofs of several of the succeedingresults. The following lemma is a variation and slight generalization of Lemma2.2.1 from [F].Lemma 13. Let X be a space and �X � �X 2 K(X). Then [�X; �X ] is latticeisomorphic to the collection of all closed unital subalgebras of C� which contain C�.If C� = I � 1 for some ideal I, then this is isomorphic to the lattice of all closedunital algebras of C�=I.Proof. The isomorphism between K(X) and PSA(X) carries the interval [�X; �X ]bijectively onto the set of all closed algebras between C� and C� .Once we note this, the proof of the second remark is similar to the proof ofLemma 6.We never explicitly used the fact that X was locally compact in the proofs ofLemmas 5 and 6. The only place it was used is in the fact that C0(X) separatespoints from closed sets. We simply replace C0(X) by I and the same proofs gothrough when X is not locally compact.In the language of u.s.c. decompositions, the second conclusion in the lemmasimply states that the lattice of u.s.c. decompositions of �X n X above the pri-mary u.s.c. decomposition generated by �X is isomorphic to the lattice of u.s.c.decompositions of Z(I) considered as a subset of �X nX .Theorem 14. Let X and Y be spaces, �X � �X 2 K(X) and Y � �Y 2 K(Y ).Suppose that �X and Y are such that C� = I � 1 and C = J � 1 for someideals I � C� and J � C�. Then [�X; �X ] �= [Y; �Y ] if and only if C�(X)=I �=C�(Y )=J .Proof. C�=I �= C�(S) with S = Z(I). Similarly, C�=J �= C�(T ) with T = Z(J ).Using this observation, the proof follows from Theorem 11 in a similar manner asTheorem 12.Denoting by !X the one-point compacti�cation of X , then C! = C0(X) � 1.Thus, the one point compacti�cation satis�es the additional hypothesis that are



8 FRANKLIN MENDIVILneeded in the generalization of Theorem 12. Further, clearly !X � �X . ThusTheorem 12 is a special case of Theorem 14.Let �X = �X , �Y = �Y , and �X and Y be primary compacti�cations (i.e.,compacti�cations whose corresponding u.s.c. decompositions are primary) so thatC� = I � 1 and C = J � 1 for some ideals I and J . Denote by B� andB the nonsingleton block for �X and Y respectively. Theorem 14 states that[�X; �X ] �= [Y; �Y ] if and only if B� �= B and thus is an extension of Magill'sTheorem (Theorem 1).We can obtain another slight generalization to the case where the lower bounds ofthe intervals are not of the form C� = I�1. However, we do need some hypotheseson the lower bounds.Theorem 15. Let X and Y be spaces.Let �iX 2 K(X) for i = 1; : : : ; n with C�i = Ii�1 for some ideals Ii � C� withIiW Ij = C� if i 6= j. Let I = T Ii and �X � �X 2 K(X) with �X = V�iX.If [�X; �X ] �= [Y; �Y ] for some Y � �Y 2 K(Y ), then there are iY 2 K(Y )so that Y = V iY with Ci = Ji � 1 for some ideals Ji � C�. Furthermore,letting J = TJi, we have C�=I �= C�=J .Conversely, if there are compacti�cations 0Y � �Y 2 K(Y ) with C0 = J � 1for some ideal J � C� and such that C�=J �= C�=I then [�X; �X ] �= [Y; �Y ] forsome Y � 0Y . Furthermore, there are compacti�cations iY 2 K(Y ) so thatCi = Ji � 1 for some ideals Ji � C� and J = TJi and JiWJj = C� for i 6= jand Y = V iY .Proof. First, suppose that [�X; �X ] �= [Y; �Y ] and let us denote this isomorphismby �. Then clearly there are iY 2 [Y; �Y ] so that Y = V iY and �(�iX) = iY(since � is an isomorphism). Furthermore by Proposition 8 we know that Ci =Ji � 1 for some ideals Ji � C� since C�i = Ii � 1. Thus, the only thing left toshow is that C�=I �= C�=J . Since �X � �iX � �X , we know that [�iX; �X ]is a sublattice of [�X; �X ] so that [�iX; �X ] �= [iY; �Y ] under �. Therefore, byTheorem 14, C�=Ii �= C�=Ji for i = 1; : : : ; n. However, then by Lemma 4 (ChineseRemainder Theorem), C�=I �= C�=I1� � � � �C�=In and similarly for C�=J (this issince IiW Ij = C� if i 6= j). Thus, C�=I �= C�=J .Conversely, suppose that C�=I �= C�=J . Let �0X 2 K(X) such that C�0 = I�1and, similarly, let 0Y 2 K(Y ) so that C0 = J �1 (this is possible since I separatespoints from closed sets in X and J separates points from closed sets in Y ). Then,by Theorem 14, [�0X; �X ] �= [0Y; �Y ]. However, �0X � �X since I � Ii and,similarly, 0Y � Y . Thus, [�X; �X ] is a sublattice of [�0X; X ] and [Y; �Y ] is asublattice of [0Y; �Y ] and the isomorphism between [�0X; �X ] and [0Y; �Y ] takes[�X; �X ] to [Y; �Y ]. Thus, [�X; �X ] �= [Y; �Y ].Very roughly, Theorem 15 says that if you have an isomorphism between [�X; �X ]and [Y; �Y ] where �X is the meet of �nitely many compacti�cations whose corre-sponding u.s.c. decompositions are primary, then you can extend this isomorphismall the way down to the compacti�cation whose corresponding u.s.c. decompositionis primary and has as nonsingleton block the union of the blocks of the �iX 's.We could extend this theorem to in�nitely many �iX 's under the assumptionthat if C�=Ii �= C�=Ji for all i in some indexing set �, then C�=I �= C�=J whereI = T Ii and J = TJi. However, this assumption is not true in general if thereare in�nitely many Ii's. Here is an example of this.



FUNCTION ALGEBRAS AND THE LATTICE OF COMPACTIFICATIONS 9Example Let Y = X = IR and �X = �Y be such that �X n X = [0; 1] (weknow that such compacti�cations exist, e.g. see [AB]). Let Si = f1=ig � [0; 1]for i = 1; 2; 3; 4; : : : and S0 = f0g. Let T2i = f1=ig and T2i+1 = f1 � 1=ig fori = 1; 2; 3; 4; : : : ; and T0 = f0g and T1 = f1g. Now, let Ii = ff 2 C�j f jSi = 0gand Ji = ff 2 C�j f jTi = 0g. Finally, let I = T Ii and J = TJi. Then clearlyC�=Ii �= C�=Ji for all i. However, C�=I is not isomorphic to C�=J since cl(SSi)is not homeomorphic to cl(STi). Notice that the conditions IiW Ij = C� andJiWJi = C� are trivially satis�ed.The only way that the Chinese Remainder Theorem will work for a collectionof ideals fIig indexed by some set �, is for the Si's to be \discrete" (i.e. not tohave any limit points). However, this is not possible in a compact space. Thus,one would not expect the Chinese Remainder Theorem to extend to in�nitely manyideals.When neitherX nor Y is locally compact, one might try to \approximate"K(X)and K(Y ) by sequences [�nX; �X ] and [nY; �Y ] where f�nXg and fnY g aredecreasing sequences of compacti�cations in K(X) and K(Y ) respectively. Thenyou could try to use Theorems 14 and 15 to get an isomorphism between K(X) andK(Y ). However, this is not possible in general as the next example clearly shows.Example Let X = f(x; y) 2 IR2 : 0 � x � 1; 0 � y < 1g [ f(0; 1)g andY = f(x; y) 2 IR2 : 0 � x � 1; 0 � y < 1g. Then X is not locally compact while Yis. Thus, K(X) is not isomorphic to K(Y ).Let Sn = cl�X ([1=n; 1]� [0; 1)) \ (�X nX) and Tn = cl�Y ([1=n; 1]� [0; 1)) \(�Y n Y ). Let In = ff : f jSn = 0g and Jn = ff : f jTn = 0g. There arecompacti�cations �nX and nY so that C�n = In � 1 and Cn = Jn � 1. Then�nX and nY are decreasing sequences of compacti�cations and for each n, weknow that Tn is homeomorphic to Sn, so that K(X;�n; �) �= K(Y; n; �).Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank Dr. George Cain, Dr. TomMorley, and Dr. Bill Green for many useful conversations on this (and many other)topics. The author would also like to thank the referee for their comments whichsubstantially improved the readability of the paper.References[AB] J. M. Aarts and P. Van Emde Boas, Continua as Remainders in Compact Extensions,Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde 3, XV, (1967), 34-37.[Ch] Richard Chandler, Hausdor� Compacti�cations, Lecture notes in pure and applied math-ematics 23, Marcel Dekker, New York, 1976.[F] P. A. Firby, Lattices and Compacti�cations I, II, and III. Proc. London Math Soc. 27(1973), p. 22-68.[GJ] L. Gillman and M. Jerison, Rings of Continuous Functions, Graduate Texts in Mathematics43, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1976.[MG1] K. D. Magill, Jr., A note on compacti�cations, Math. Zeitschr. 94 (1966), p. 322-325.[MG2] K. D. Magill, Jr., The lattice of compacti�cations of a locally compact space, Proc. LondonMath. Soc. 18 (1968), p. 231-244.[RAY] Marlon C. Rayburn, On Hausdor� Compacti�cations, Pac. J. Math. 44 (1973), 707-714.[RO] Joseph Rotman, An Introduction to the Theory of Groups, Wm. C. Brown Publishers,Dubuque, Iowa, 1988.[PW] Jack R. Porter and R. Grant Woods, Extensions and Absolutes of Hausdor� Spaces,Springer-Verlag, New York, 1988.
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